natives kidnap Ann as a sacrifice for Kong, and the other crew members head into the
dangerous island interior to rescue her.

Rated PG (106 min.) Director: Kerry Conran
With Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law, Giovanni Ribisi

In 1939, an intrepid reporter in New York City makes a connection between the story
she's covering--of famous scientists suddenly disappearing around the world, and a
recent attack on the city by giant robots. Determined to find the solution to these hap-
penings, she seeks the help of her ex-boyfriend, the captain of a mercenary legion of
pilots. The two are investigating the case when the robots attack the city again, though
in a stroke of luck, Sky Captain's right hand man is able to locate their source. They
then set off on an adventure in search of the evil mastermind behind these schemes,
who is bent on creating a utopia and destroying the current world.

12:15am The Dark Crystal (1982)
Rated PG (93 min.) Directors: Jim Henson, Frank Oz
With voices of Jim Henson, Kathryn Mullen, Frank Oz

Another planet, another time. 1000 years ago the Dark Crystal was damaged by one of
the Urskeks and an age of chaos began. Now the time of the great conjunction of the
three suns is near. If the crystal is not healed now the control of the evil Skekses will
last forever. Jen the last of the Gelfings nearly exterminated by monsters controlled by
the Skekses starts his dangerous journey to find the missing shard of the crystal. Will he
be able to heal the crystal and restore order on the planet?

2:00am  The Incredibles (2004)
Rated PG (115 min.) Director: Brad Bird
With voices of Craig T. Nelson, Holly Hunter, Samuel L. Jackson

Mr. Incredible is a superhero; or he used to be, until a surge of lawsuits against superhe-
roes submitted by the people they've saved forced the government to hide them in wit-
ness protection programs so they could lead normal, anonymous lives. Now known
exclusively by his secret identity, Bob Parr, he lives with his wife Helen, formerly Elas-
tigirl, and their three children Violet, Dash, and Jack Jack. He works as an insurance
claims specialist, and he's fed up with his pushy boss and his immoral profession, but
his wife's worked too hard to build a normal life for her family to abide his nostalgia for
heroism. When Mr. Incredible is offered the chance to play the role of hero again by a
mysterious informant, he jumps at the opportunity, but when it turns out to be a trap set
by an old nemesis he had a hand in corrupting, the whole family must reveal themselves
to save Mr. Incredible and countless innocents.
Lincoln Six-Echo (McGregor) is a resident of a seemingly utopian but contained facility in the mid 21st century. Like all of the inhabitants of this carefully controlled environment, Lincoln hopes to be chosen to go to the "The Island" - reportedly the last uncontaminated spot on the planet. But Lincoln soon discovers that everything about his existence is a lie. He and all of the other inhabitants of the facility are actually human clones. Lincoln makes a daring escape with a beautiful fellow resident named Jordan Two-Delta (Johansson). Relentlessly pursued by the forces of the sinister institute that once housed them, Lincoln and Jordan engage in a race for their lives to literally meet their makers.

After much hard work, a pathologist discovers and captures a creature that lives in every vertebrate and grows when fear grips its host. "Scream for your lives!"

The Brother is an alien who has crash-landed on Earth, in New York City. While mute, strongly empathic, and able to fix things, he resembles a Black man with strange feet. His attempt to make a place for himself in Harlem is an allegory for the immigrant experience in the United States. Meanwhile, two bounty hunters from the Brother's home planet arrive and try to capture him.

A young computer whiz kid accidentally connects into a top secret super-computer which has complete control over the U.S. nuclear arsenal. It challenges him to a game between America and Russia, and he innocently starts the countdown to World War 3.